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CCA
(Combat Command Alpha)
Start the scenario deployed in
attack formations in the area of
Elcherath and Winterspelt in the
south east corner of the map.
The Battalions of the 35th Tank
Battalion, and the 51st Armored
infantry Battalion, have been
mixed and matched, to ensure
that the tank Battalion has infantry
support, in the form of C Coy 51
Arm Inf.
Likewise the 51st Armored
Infantry Battalion, has been
augmented with C Coy 35th Tank
Bn, to ensure it has armored
support.
1st Battalion 318 Infantry Regt
has also been attached to CCA for
this scenario.
These foot soldiers will come in
very handy for clearing enemy
infantry out of inaccessible, to
vehicles, woodland and steeply
sloping hillside.
The Brigade has two extremely
powerful self propelled Artillery
Battalions, equipped with eighteen
M107 Howitzers (Priest).
These will come in extremely
useful for suppressing dug in
enemy positions, while our troops
advance over open terrain and for
destroying infantry in the open.
These large units also have three
Sherman 75mm medium tanks,
and a number of half-tracks
embedded for protection.
One of these looks to have been
borrowed from CCB who arrive
on the map later, without medium
artillery support.

The 4th Armored Division
The 4th Armored Division is generally regarded as Patton’s favorite
division and not without good reason.
By this stage of the war they are an crack veteran fighting unit.
This is what he had to say about his favorite division:

“The accomplishment of this division have never
been equaled. And by that statement I do not mean
in this war, I mean in the history of warfare. There
has never been such a superb fighting organization
as the 4th Armored Division.”
The Division HQ arrives in the dark, during the
early hours of the morning at D2, 01:55, shortly
before CCB.
Hugh J Gaffey

It is accompanied by the fully stocked Divisional
Base and a Battalion of twelve 155mm M1
Howitzer artillery pieces.
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This is my take on how
to beat this scenario
and it’s going to be
a little more hands on than what is actually
required to win.

I will do the tactical plan for the securing of
Steinebruck, and Lommersweller, as well as
other key objectives as I come to them.
They will be quite detailed with an emphasis
on what orders I have given to each
formation, as I give them and why.
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CCA will open the route north with a dawn
attack on Steinebrück, to secure the bridge
over the river and the small village abreast of
it.
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This will open the road along the river to
the east and 35th Tank Battalion will send
reconnaissance units to scout MSR Bravo,
and a small force to secure the village of Setz.

Setz

NLT D2, 00:00

Schllerbach
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RED ARROWS

These are points where the
enemy has vehicle access into
our perimeter and is therefore
vulnerable to attack at indicated
locations.
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I hope to have these positions
secured by midnight Day 2.
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Lommersweller

CATK (Counter Attack)

I hope to have St Vith secured by midday
Day 2, NLT D2, 12:00.

CCR arrive on the map at first light
on Day 3. If there is no pressing
need to shore up the defenses
inside the perimeter, they will be
sent west to secure Grufflingen
which will be used as a staging
point to conduct counter attacks
into the enemy flanks and rear
echelon.

The entire Brigade will then dig into the town,
and await the enemy response.
CCR is a large formation and it arrives at
dawn on day 3.
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The 51st Armored Infantry Battalion
will then move onto secure Breitfeld,
while 1st Battalion 318 Infantry
Regiment dig in on Lommersweiler.

Depending on the tactical situation at the
time, I hope to send them west towards
Grufflingen, where they will then swing north
and counter attack any enemy formations in
the flank that have been attempting to break
into the supply corridor and St. Vith.
From that position they can then seek out rear
echelon units, and the enemy supply chain.
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The 51st Armored Infantry Battalion
and 1st Battalion 318 Infantry
Regiment will then conduct a joint
attack on Lommersweiler.

When CCB arrive in the early hours
of the morning at D2, 02:00, they
will be moved fast down the safest
MSR (Main Supply Route) to a
position from where they can launch
an attack on St. Vith.

Will be responsible for securing
the corridor to St. Vith and allow
the fast passage of CCB as well
as maintaining the flow of
supplies.

R Alph a

The challenge is going to be in winning with
as few casualties as possible, and in doing
so, I hope to show some of the techniques I
use to win when the odds are stacked against
me, in other scenarios.
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The scenario is designed to be played from
the Allied perspective, and being a tutorial,
the sides are heavily weighted to achieve a
win playing them.
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It’s a fictional scenario,
but I have also chosen
historical weather, so
we had better break out
the snow suits because
we are going to need
them.

CCA 4th Armour

Al

The scenario will be
played using Realistic
Orders Delay, standard
reinforcements and
normal supply.
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I have decided to do an AAR / written step
by step tutorial for this scenario as it comes
free with the core game, and most people
are familiar with this
map, making it easier to
follow along.
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plan for the St. Vith Tutorial scenario.
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CAT

Shown opposite is my five day operational

NLT D2, 12:00

K

Operational Plan

The Plan

Arrive in the early hours of the
morning Day 2. The entire combat
command will move to secure St.
Vith along the routes secured by
CCA at max speed.

CAT

Five Day

S

St. Vith

CCB 4th Armour

CATK
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1 BN 318 Infantry Regt
th

Unit Quality
This is a well
equipped, fully
rested battalion
that has been
commandeered
from 80th Infantry
Division, and
assigned to CCA
for this scenario.
The Bn Mortar
Platoon is
equipped with 6 X
81mm Mortars.
The Bn Anti
Tank Platoon is
equipped with 3 X 57mm M1 AT Gun and has
300 rounds of AP ammunition on hand.
The three rifle Coy’s are also equipped with
1 X 57mm M1
AT gun carrying
100 rounds of
AP ammo plus 9
Bazookas with 90
rounds of AP per
Coy.
Each Coy has
approximately
145 personnel,
which is about
66% of maximum
strength.
They are well
experienced, well
trained and lead,
with most stats
averaging 70% of
maximum.

The 1st Battalion 318th Infantry Regt is to outflank the enemy defenses clustered around
the bridge at Steinebrück using the cover of
darkness and the wooded terrain running along
the deep Valley to the east.
This has a railway line running through it that
will speed progress until the units ford the
river where
the woods
stretch down
the hillside
to meet it on
both sides.

The order given

for the fist leg to reach
the assault position is:

Road Column: this will ensure they get
maximum mobility and speed from the tracks
and railway line as well as staying within the
thin strip of woods.

Once enough of the Bn has crossed the river
and I can see that the assault position is free of
enemy, then the attack order will be given.

By contrast OPEN terrain are areas where high speed and maneuverability work well. Think
of open fields, even rough ones. On open terrain tanks have an advantage over infantry.

End: I incremented the end time several days
to ensure the order does not expire.
Fastest speed: Time is of the essence and the
men are fresh.
Quickest: I added lots of way points at areas
where the terrain or map features cause a
change in mobility, to ensure that the quickest
route between them is over the obstruction.
This order will ensure they use the road where
it is available en route.

The Bn will
be moving
tactically in
road column
formation for
Min Aggro: I don’t want them to pause to
speed and to
engage distant units, I need them to press on to
ensure they
the assault position.
stay close to
the thin strip of Max Rate of Fire: To ensure they win any
firefight should they bump into hidden enemy in
woodland.
the close terrain (see Game Tips for definition).
The Assault
Position for
Losses Normal: I
the attack is on the west side of the village of
don’t want them to
Weppeler.
push on to the assault
One of the Coys will be detached here to guard position regardless of
the rear, and to act as a reserve, along with the casualties.
Bn AT Platoon.
If the casualties on
this approach route
The remaining two Coys will form the assault
are excessive I will regroup under command of the Bn HQ, and
plan.
attack south west over the hill then through the
woods, towards Steinebrück.
Ammo Max; If there
is a resupply event I
The attack will be roughly coordinated with
want them to get the
a frontal assault by 51st Armored Infantry
maximum allocated.
Battalion, attacking from the south at D1, 08:30
I will change this to
(details of this to follow).
Min for the assault, as
there will be no clear
If the Bn gets held up crossing the river, it is
route for resupply until
to attack with whatever unit is best situated in
Steinebrück is cleared.
order to meet the deadline.
The reason that I have given a move order,
and not an attack order, is that a move order is
much more flexible should we meet any enemy
on the way to the assault position. This way I
am more in control of the route and formation
that the units will take to get there.

Close terrain is a good place to hide and hunker down, a bad place to maneuver quickly.
Close terrain gives an advantage to units such as infantry which have higher Close Attack/
Defense values. Conversely, tanks usually have a low Close Attack/Defense value to reflect
that they have less scope for maneuver.

B

Battle

The Plan

ASLT

II

TACTICAL PLAN

CLOSE terrain are areas where the ground cover is dense, line of fire is obstructed, soils
provide good entrenchment opportunities and roadways are narrow or non-existent making
vehicle maneuver very difficult -- think of mountains, forests and city streets.

III
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51st Armored Inf Bn

Unit Quality
This is a well equipped, fully rested
elite Battalion who’s men are of
extremely high quality, with a wealth
of experience.
Most of the sliders are in the 8090% region for all of the attributes.
The only region where there is room
for improvement is in the Personnel
and Equipment sliders that are
hovering around 60-70% strength.

TACTICAL PLAN

The Plan

Bat t l e

The assault time for the Bn has been set for ground when looking from Lommersweiler,
D1, 08:30.
so the steep sided hills will afford us
They will be attacking in Successive Line
protection from the enemy units dug in there.
formation with a frontage and depth of 400m.
The attack will finish in dead ground just
This is quite close as the three Coy’s in the
north of Steinebrück where cover can also
assault group are large formations, but the
be found in the forest as it meets the road at
terrain around the bridge is very close with
that point.
very restricted visibility and they need to be
The Assault position is in a well concealed
close for mutual support.
location to the rear of the forest currently
I have taken care to align the axis of
occupied by 1st Bn 318 Inf Regt.
advance with the road as it lies in dead
Also assigned to this Bn is A
Coy 24th Arm Eng Bn.
It has a bridge building capacity
and a small number of Halftracks.
Although it can effectively
double as an infantry Coy, it is
weaker, with a combat power
of 2, and is best used in the
defense.

C Coy 35 Tank Bn are attached
to the Bn in place of C Coy
51 Armored Inf Bn to provide
armored support. The Coy
is equipped with a variety of
capabilities, including the up
gunned 76mm for better armor
penetration and the heavily
armored Jumbo.

Attack Composition
The units in the assault group are the
three main combat Coy’s as shown in
the OB player structure below.

of
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Steinebruck
The mortar Platoon will stay attached
to the Bn HQ and remain under AI
control.

The mortar Platoon is relatively
weak with just 2 Half-track
The two Mechanized Infantry Coy’s, mounted 81mm mortars. They
A and B, are similarly equipped with have 201 rounds of HE on hand.
Half-track and 1 X 57mm M1 AT gun
each.

The AG Platoon is equipped
with 3 X M8 75mm HMC Pack
Howitzers that in this game are
used as direct fire assault guns.
These are lightly armored and
not very effective against heavily
armored targets, only having
a penetration of 50mm at a
maximum range of 1000m, but
firing HE pack a punch against
Infantry out to 3000m.

The Engineer Coy and the AG Platoon
are in reserve for this attack and have
been ordered to rest in situ.
The frontage of the attack as it’s
funneled in towards the bridge is very
narrow, and to commit all the units to the
assault would cause them to become
over concentrated creating a lovely
target for enemy artillery.
Its a good idea to rest units that are not
active whenever you can.
When using the Rest order be sure to
increment the end time by a few days to
ensure it doesn’t expire until you want
it to. The default is about 8 hours, then
the unit will revert to no order (white
background in the orders icon).
I would much rather have the units
resting than stood around doing nothing.

M21 HT - 81mm mortar

M8 - 75mm HMC

II
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Another important thing to note is that
in cold weather, units that are resting
in villages and other urban terrain will
recover fatigue faster than those outside,
who have a penalty for fatigue recovery
compared to standard conditions.
By setting a formation to anything other
than the default formation for rest, which
is in situ, the formation will first travel
to the location of the placed way-point
before they rest.

D Coy 35 Tank Bn is equipped with 11

of
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A Coy 35 Tank Bn and B Coy 35 Tank
Bn have attack orders to place them in
a position just over the crest of the hill
alongside the tree line of the strips of
woods.
The assault is timed to begin at dawn,
D1, 07:00 and will be preceded by a
supporting artillery barrage.
From these positions they will be able to
attack by fire any units they have line of
sight to and spot for artillery.
Setting the Aggro to Max ensures that
they engage any targets they see at
range.
Priority targets for the artillery will be any
anti-tank units, followed by units that may
have line of sight to 1 Bn 318 Inf Regt as
they infiltrate to the east.
These are powerful hard units with
long range fire power that will be able
to withstand the punishment of artillery
and small arms fire from their exposed
positions on the hill.
By placing them on the edge of the
woods they also gain a bonus from direct
incoming fire, as well as concealment.

III

They are not needed in the battle for
Steinebrück, and if I leave them hanging
around during the day with no orders,
or a defend order, they will still fatigue
throughout the day albeit at a slow rate.
This is to simulate their alert defensive
state and daily routine.

Near Strasbourg, France; January 5, 1945

B a ttl e

35th Tank Battalion
35th Tank Bn HQ has been ordered
to take C Coy 51 Arm Inf Bn who’s
attributes are similar to the other Coy’s
(as detailed in the previous image), and
A Troop 25th Cavalry Reconnaissance
Squadron to Elcherath and get some
rest.

M5A1 Stuart

TACTICAL PLAN

D Coy 35 Tank Bn are not equipped as
well as A and B Coy 35 Tank Bn.
They are equipped with 11 Stuart Light
Tanks that are not able to absorb the
same kind of punishment as the Medium
Sherman Tanks.

Lommersweiler
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Steinebruck

They are capable of engaging at long
ranges though, so I have sent them to
the edge of the woods at the1 Bn 318
Inf Regt vacated location to attack by
fire anything they see to their front come
daybreak.

ASLT

ASLT

Elcherath

II

I have given it a defend in situ order.
This will ensure that the remaining
attached units do not move from their
current positions.
The artillery Bn’s will remain attached
until I sort out their fire plan about 15
min before A and B Coy 35 Tank Bn
attack at 07:00.
The HQ itself has attached some very
capable units for its personal defense,
including 3 Sherman Medium Tanks, and
3 Stuart Light Tanks.

B Bty 489 AAA AW Bn is the Brigade’s
air defense unit.
Its equipped with six half-tracks with 50
cal. Quad AA mounts and five half-tracks
with 37mm/50 cal. AA mounts.
They have orders to occupy a
concealed position in the woods just as
it crests the hill.
This will be close enough to A Coy 35
Tank Bn to provide air cover, but far
enough away so as not to get caught up
in any bombardments they may receive.
Armour is a high value target and
it is very likely that should the skies
clear, our exposed armored units will
be targeted by enemy ground attack
aircraft.
They also have formidable anti
personnel firepower so I have set Aggro
to Max in case they should get a glimpse
of enemy units through the trees.

TACTICAL PLAN

B a ttl e
This is the complete OOB Player
structure for the opening moves of
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this scenario and below that can be seen
the command load and the Commanders
Capacity.

This, in a nutshell, is telling you if you
are doing too much micro-management
and if you exceed the capacity you will be
punished with extended command delay
times.
As you can see, we still have plenty of
capacity left: 9 / 26

M15 MGMC-37mm / 50 cal AA

Steinebruck
CCA 4th Armored Div Base starts the
scenario fully stocked!
A very rare thing to see in any of
the historical Battle of the Bulge
scenarios, but as this is a fictional
scenario, and a tutorial at that, it’s
good to know that we don’t have to
worry about the quantity of the supply
but just maintaining the supply routes.

M16 MGMC-50 cal Quad AA

OCCUPY

X

CCA HQ is the On Map Boss until 4th
Armored Div HQ arrives in the early
hours of day two, at D2, 01:55.

CCA 4th Arm Div HQ

O
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PAA - Position Area for Artillery
An area assigned to an artillery unit where
individual artillery systems can maneuver
to increase their survivability. A PAA is not
an area of operations for the artillery unit
occupying it.

PAA
Wallmerath

PAA

PAA
Winterspelt

BSA - Brigade support Area
A designated area in which combat service
support elements from division, support
command, and corps support command,
provide logistic support to a brigade.

PAA

BSA CCA
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The Plan
It’s time to put into action the Artillery
Fire Plan for the first phase of the Battle
of Steinebrück, conducted by 35th Tank
Bn.
This will be a creeping barrage in direct
support of the main attack for phase 1
by A Coy 35th Tank Regt, to gain good
over-watch positions to the approaches
of Steinebrück and for suppressing fire
on positions in Lommersweiler.
The attack is supported by B Coy 35th
Tank Regt on the left and D Coy 35th
Tank Bn in an attack by fire position on
the right.

LOA - Limit of Advance

D

n

D1, 06:45

Unit Composition

same time as last update

The two Armored Field Artillery
Battalions are extremely powerful units.
They are equipped with 18 M7 105 mm
Howitzers, commonly called Priests.
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PL

Artillery Fire Plan

They also have three Shermans and
a number of Half-tracks equipped
with heavy machine guns to carry
ammunition, stores and for the
command post, and Forward observer
(FO) personnel.
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A phase line used to control forward progress of the attack.
The attacking unit does not advance any of its elements or
assets beyond the limit of advance, but the attacking unit can
push its security forces to that limit.
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M7 105mm Priest
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LOA

H hour is set for D1, 07:00.
66 Arm Field Battalion will commence
firing on Phase Line Alpha H -15 (that’s
now).

A

LO

22 Arm Field Battalion will commence
firing on Phase Line Bravo at H hour.
At H +15, or when the target area is
reported as unsafe for friendly troops,
66 Arm FA Bn’s fire will be switched to
Phase Line Charley.
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LO

Phase Line Delta and other targets of
opportunity will become On Call at H
+30.

LD

Game Tips

To resume firing drag it back over an
enemy position.

Wallmerath

LD
LD

ASLT
ASLT

XX Y
AR
M

To temporarily pause the fire mission,
so long as you have left the default
check box Avoid Friendlies checked,
drag the bombard marker over a static
friendly unit.

LD

4

When the target becomes unsafe due
to friendlies in the way, or because
you want to move fire onto another
target, instead of having to re-order the
mission all that is required is to drag
the bombard location marker to another
position until the duration time expires or
you decide to delete the mission.

B.

EN

When placing a Bombard order
during daylight for a creeping barrage,
I increment the duration by 1 hour or
more, as this requires less clicks of the
mouse.
During darkness you also have to click
No Rest for durations over 1 hour or
they will not fire.

3
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.
A
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LD - Line of Departure
A phase line crossed at a
prescribed time by troops initiating
an offensive operation.
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I have just drag selected the four
units as detailed by a snippet from the
OB-Player Structure at the top of the
order tab (as seen left) and given them
a defend in-situ order.

of
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D1, 07:31

46 min since last update

Lommersweiler

I have grouped these four because
they have all reached the locations they
were assigned and are all in need of a
similar order.

II

They require the same Facing, Aggro,
Rate of Fire, and Ammo.
So rather than doing each individually I
have grouped them up.
A Coy 35 Tank Bn has taken charge of
the formation.

Steinebruck

Sitrep
A and B Coy 35 Tank Bn have
reached their assigned over-watch
positions with no casualties.
A Coy is probably a little bit too far
back in the woods and has very
poor arcs of fire. I may have to
move him forward slightly later.
He is able to achieve his primary
assignment from here though,
which is to suppress any units

that may have line of sight over
the infiltrating 1st Bn 318 Inf Regt
on his right, who are making
very good progress towards their
assault position, but is unable
to bring suppressing fire onto
positions in Lommersweiler from
here.

4

The diversionary attack has been
very successful in drawing enemy
fire and focus away from the
infiltrating battalion.

35

M10 Tank Destroyer firing at night
during the Battle of the Bulge.
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Y
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M
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39 min since last update

Sitrep

LD

1st Bn 318 Inf Regt has been making good
progress towards its assault positions, with only two
units left to cross the river, A Coy and the Mortar
Platoon.

Lommersweiler

ASLT

LD

A Coy 318 Inf Regt Orders
AT Pl 1/318 Inf Regt Orders
AT Pl 1/318 Inf Regt (anti-tank platoon)
have also been detached for this attack
to use at my discretion and been given a
move order to the corner of the woods.

LOA

I have detached A Coy for this attack as
they have not yet crossed the river and
given them a “Move” order to continue
onto the blocking position in the village of
Weppeler.
They will provide rear protection and also
act as a reserve.

Weppeler

LOA

By placing a “Move” order for AT Pl
1/318 Inf Regt and incrementing the
end time several days to ensure it
does not expire, all I will have to do to
move them forward at key moments to
provide AT support for the Bn is click
and drag their move waypoint.
I can do this multiple times as required
without needing to reedit the tasks
box.

D1, 08:10

III

H hour for the second phase of the battle
of Steinebrück is set for D1, 08:30, so the
attack order for 1st Bn 318 Inf Regt has to
be ordered now as the force delay for the
Bn is 25 min and I need the attack to go in
at about the same time as the main attack
from the south by 51st Armored Inf Bn.

Even though most of the enemy is
on the left, right echelon formation and
defend in situ has been selected for
1st Bn 318 Inf Regt to ensure they stay
within the woods after the attack.
The 51 Arm Inf Bn should also be
engaging the enemy on their left, thus
protecting the left flank anyway.

Ste i ne br üc k
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HQ 318 Inf Regt Orders.
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The better rested they are, the longer they
will be able to fight.

New Order
A Coy 35 Tank Bn has been ordered

to Attack forward a few hundred meters to
the next strip of woods further down the
hill. This will take them over the lip of the
hill so they can engage enemy in the dead
ground around the village and bridge to
better support B Coy 51 Arm Inf Bn.
Their attacks should go in at approximately
the same time, but hopefully B Coy will
have made it there first to ensure the
Armour has infantry support in the close
terrain around Steinebrück.
The force delay for the Coy is 29 minutes.
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Artillery

D1, 09:10

Our Armored Artillery Battalions
have been incessantly bombarding
positions in and around Steinebrück since
the opening attack at D1, 07:00.

1 hour since last update

X

X
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Game Tips

E

When moving a high value unit
(like armour) to a new position with
an individual order it is important to
check what it will be able to see, and
similarly, what may be able to see and
engage it.

M

R
4A

The best tool I have found for this is
the Area LOS tool that can be found in
the Tools box.

LOA

blocking position in Weppeler, just off the
map to the north east, has been issued a
“Rest” order.
I don’t expect any substantial enemy forces
to approach from this direction and they
will have much to achieve later today once
Steinebrück has fallen.

B a ttl e

I have memorized the hot key for this
as I use it so much.
It’s the letter <k> on your keyboard.
I click all round the area that I want
to occupy to see where they will get
the best arcs of fire, then click on all
the nearby known enemy positions to
see if they will be able to return fire
effectively.
Another useful tool for detecting LOS
(line of sight) and for seeing the lay of
the land is the < l > key.
Once you have been playing for a
while you start to be able to find the
best positions just from looking at the
contours and terrain features.

Sitrep

Its a bright crisp sunny
morning, but bloody cold.
We can expect to
receive air support
today, but also
incoming from the
enemy.
It would be wise
to keep AAA close
to valuable assets,
that are in contact with enemy
forces.
1st Bn 318 Inf Regt attack is
still going well. They have
reached the top of the hill in
the forest, and are now able to
engage enemy, and receive fire, on
the other side, as they make their
way steadily down hill trudging
through the deep snow in the thick
pine woods.
C Coy has called for AT support,
and Battalion has ordered the

LOA

A Coy 318 Inf Regt, occupying a

III

Platoon forward, through C Coy's
cleared ground.
The 51st Arm Inf Bn attack has
been slightly delayed by long
range fire coming from enemy
positions-in Lommersweiler.
A and B Coy’s 35th Tank Bn have
been placed under command of 51st
Arm Inf until further notice.
A Coy 35 Tank Bn, has been ordered
to assist the lead Coy of the
attack from the 51st as it nears
them, and take up position on
their left flank.
(I am going to be using this box for a little
bit of role-playing, and to set the scene, so
not everything in this box is mechanically
happening in the game.
For instance; the AI controlled C coy did not
call for AT support, and the AI controlled Bn
HQ did not send the AT Platoon forward. I did
by picking up the Task marker, and dragging it
forward.)

New Order
D Coy 35th Tank Bn, after a drag

selection of the three units that were
subordinate to A Coy 35th Tank Bn, has
taken over command of the remaining units
in his old formation, and been issued an
identical order as seen in previous posts:
•

Defend in situ.

•

Aggro Max

•

ROF Max

•

Losses Norm

•

Ammo Max

•

The remainder left on default except
facing, which is set to north.

EN
Y
4 XX
AR
M

New Orders

TACTICAL PLAN
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1st Bn HQ 318 Inf Regt has had the
reserve A Coy reattached and been given
an order to attack a pocket of infantry
further up the road leading north out of
Steinebrück.
Now the crossing at Steinebrück has been
opened, all orders to the Bn will be for max
ammo resupply.

Stuart Light Tanks, have been ordered to
reconnoiter the road to the east as far as
Setz.
Doing this will enable us to move 1st Bn 318 Inf Regt
reserve from their blocking position in Weppeler along that
road, as well as reconnoiter the road all the way to Setz.

B a ttl e
of

Ste i ne br üc k
D1, 10:10

ASLT

II

New Orders

D Coy 35 Tank Bn, equipped with 11

LOA

TACTICAL PLAN

Weppeler

LOA

1 hour since last update

They have orders set to fastest speed, quickest route,
max aggro, max ROF, min losses, max ammo, end
time incremented several days to ensure it does not
expire and auto formation.

New Order

III

AT Pl 1/318 Inf Regt has
excellent arcs of fire from his
current location at the top of the
slope in the woods looking north
west, so I have given them a
defend order, max aggro, max
ROF, max ammo.

Lommersweiler

Y
EN

XX

M

R
4A

Game Tips
When commanding infantry in the game, especially in extreme
weather conditions, always be mindful of their levels of fatigue and
rest them whenever you can.
It is often this practice that makes the difference between keeping
to your plans to schedule and seeing things slip behind.

Sitrep

B and C Coy 318 Inf Regt have done

a great job in executing the flanking attack
with very little casualties.
I have drag selected them, and they now
have orders to rest until the main road has
been cleared by the 51 Arm Inf Bn and the
Bn reserve.

The leading elements of the
51st have cleared Steinebrück,
(with assistance from B
and C Coy 318 Inf Bn, who
preformed a flawless
flanking attack out the
woods to the east)and
are continuing north
to clear the road of
the remnants of the
retreating enemy units.
Many of the buildings are ablaze
from the pounding our medium
artillery and a well targeted airstrike gave it.
Thick black columns of smoke are
rising into the clear blue sky,
shallow dark craters pepper the
virgin snow all around, while nearby
conifer trees, stripped of their
foliage with many trunks smashed to
splintered stumps, bear witness to
the struggle that endured here.
Two of the enemy units were
destroyed in the attack. An infantry
Platoon and 1st Coy 12PzJg Bn.
Their equipment and many bodies lay
strewn around the area, some still
smoldering.

We now have control of the bridge
and the surrounding village but just
as importantly the road running east.
A Coy 35th Tank have lost one of
their Sherman 75mm tanks, none of the
crew made it out.
The incoming fire is emerging from the
direction of an infantry Coy over
1100m north retreating up the road
from Steinebrück. I think we need
to invest in some AFV recognition
training for the men so they can tell
the difference between an infantry Coy
and a platoon of Stug IIIs!
The 35th Tank Bn are to send Recon
patrols east, down the newly opened
road running parallel to the river
towards Schilirbach and Setz.
The 35th Bn HQ and C Coy 51st Arm
Inf are also moving east fast on the
heals of the Recon boys in order
to add some brawn and brain to the
lighter units should they run into
any trouble.
The other Armour Coys of the 35th are
staying attached to HQ 51st to assist
in taking Lommersweiler.

Steinebrück
1.318
II
51
35

4

Artillery
Our Armored Artillery Battalions,

22 Arm FA Bn and 66 Arm FA Bn, continue to rain

fire onto targets of opportunity in support of 51 Arm Inf as it
continues north up the road from Steinebrück.
As of yet they have had no rest since 6:45 this morning.
Fatigue is at 37% and they have both had one resupply, with a turnaround time of approx 2 hours from request to delivery.

M
R
A
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Has orders to
reconnoiter and set up
a blocking position in
Setz.
They are first moving to
a location in the tree line
where they can overlook
the village to ensure it is
empty.

EXPLOITING
THE

BREAKTHROUGH
Sitrep D1, 11:10

1 hour since last update

X
4A X
RM

A
O
L

X

O

B
New Order
This is typical of the orders I usually
give to units out on longer range
reconnaissance patrols.

4A

RM

5
II
3

X

S

NY

A
C
C
51

E

New
Order

AA

A Coy 35 Tank Bn has new

orders to probe up the lightly
wooded re-entrant south of
Lommersweiler and try to gather
more information on the enemy
dug into the hilltop village here.

Game Tips
Long Range
Reconnaissance
Once you have broken through the
front lines its quite rare to find rear
echelon and reserve units deployed
in the middle of nowhere.
So, when sending units out on
reconnaissance, move them fast
through areas where you don’t
expect to find enemy between;
villages, crossroads, bridges and
other key locations, to a position
where they can observe the likely
enemy locations. Objectives in
particular are likely to have enemy
units on them.
You should expect to lose a
reasonably high percentage of men
and equipment when conducting
these high risk patrols, just as they
did historically, as unfortunately
they are very prone to ambush.

However the benefits far outweigh
the risks.
Once in position, and if there is still
no sign of the enemy, give them
a probe order onto the feature.
Once they have passed through
the feature unmolested move them
swiftly to the next, rinse and repeat.
Sometimes when time is very tight
you may have to omit these safety
precautions and plow on regardless
until they meet some resistance.
I recommend leaving individually
ordered units with the default
formation for longer range patrols,as
the AI will usually move a single unit
in road column, (which is by far the
best for moving at speed along the
narrow roads in the Battle of the
Bulge scenarios), then move into
a better formation once close to
enemy units.
For shorter range patrols or where
time is not an issue, I would

B

II

8

1

...

1
.3

II

51

1.

Now that Steinebrück
is secure its time to
think about exploiting
the hole we have made
in the enemy front
lines.
A quick
advance
through
to
our primary
objective at St.
Vith, Blitzkrieg style, would
seem the logical thing to do.
I would leave a battalion
behind to isolate the pocket
in Lommersweiler, then clean
it out with follow up forces,
but I’m still worried about the
commanding position the enemy
has on the hill there. Besides,
Eisenhower said he will give
me a medal if I secure it by
midday. Thats not possible now,
but the sooner we can take it,
the more gold braid I am likely
to get.
At the very least there is a
reinforced Battalion dug in
there, possibly even the rest

of the Regiment from which
the battalion dug in around
Steinebrück belonged to.
If the enemy manages to bring
medium artillery forward to
support them they will be
able to interdict supplies and
reinforcements heading down
towards Steinebrück during
daylight hours, making them a
pain in the arse for us.
We have reinforcements
arriving around midnight
in the form of CCB, with
two Battalions, one of them
armored.
I’m going to Reconnoiter,
and secure one, or both if
possible, of the main routes
leading to St Vith so I can
rush CCB through to a position
where they can attack it at
first light tomorrow morning,
and take Lommersweiler today!
Think I can do it? Your damn
right I can!

This unit was most likely
responsible for the loss
of our Sherman earlier.
The last remaining
Stug surrendered after
becoming trapped
against the woods.

31
8

Line formation; normal speed;
unspecified route; max aggro;
max ROF; min losses; max
ammo;

II

Has just emerged
from the track running
through the forest
instead of the main
road, to ensure it was
clear of enemy, but also
in case the main road
was blocked.
This unit is much better
equipped to handle the
close conditions in a
forest than D Coy 35
Tank Regt, who was
tasked to Reece the
better road.
They will shortly
receive orders to probe
into the crossroads
village of Schlierbach.

35

B

I have been careful not to move
them to within hand held AT
range of units that may be dug
into the south side of the village.

Sitrep

XX

Are heading to an
Assembly Area just
south of A Tr 25 Cav
Rcn Sq until they have
completed their probe
into Schlierbach, where
the 35th Tank Bn HQ is
to be located.
C Coy is the reserve for
this sector.

A

CC
X
NY

E

recommend a formation of
Arrowhead.
This is a good formation for
approaching enemy when you’re not
sure where they are, as it has good
flank protection and is easy to coordinate, meaning cohesion will stay
higher longer.
I don’t recommend sending a
formation out on reconnaissance,
but if you do, you will need to select
road column formation in the Task
box to ensure they get the benefit
from the speed of the road, as the AI
is likely to choose another far slower
one.
If you are able to keep an eye on
them, as soon as they meet stiff
resistance give them another order.
Defend in situ if they are in cover,
or a move to cover in a formation
other than in situ, or road column if
they’re not. Next order at least a 15
min barrage, max ROF from your
medium artillery to suppress the
enemy while they take cover.

Attack has uncovered
more enemy units hiding
out in the woods north of
Steinebrück, one of which
looks to still be in good
shape.
We may have to call for
assistance from B or C
Coy resting in the village.

Have nearly finished their
attack up the road running
north out of Steinebrück.
They will need new orders
shortly.
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St Vith

BREAKTHROUGH
Sitrep D1, 12:10

1 hour since last update

Northern Sector

X

O

35 Tank Bn HQ has new orders

THE

Setz

to attack the enemy infantry Coy
occupying Setz.

S

I have re-attached D Coy to the
Bn HQ and am allowing the AI to
determine the assault position by
only placing one attack way point on
the map.
It has decided to send C Coy 51
Arm Inf Bn the long way around
through Schlierbach, then along an
as yet unreconnoitered track through
the woods to join up with D Coy from
the north.

35
The red arrows indicate
possible directions of
enemy movement that will
sever the road between
35th Tank Bn HQ and A Tp
25 Cav Rcn Sq.

Breitfeld Crossroads

B

II

8

1

1
.3

...

35

51

II

I am wary of sending them
B
in until the crossroads has been
taken, as they have a very exposed
flank at the moment. The taking of
Breitfeld and a blocking position put in
place north west of it will secure their
left and provide an escape route should
they need it.
The 35th also have a situation in Setz
to deal with, as D Coy 35th Tank Regt
has spotted an infantry Coy occupying
the village from their over-watch
position, uphill of it in the treeline. They look to be pulling back under
the weight of the Stuarts longer range
firepower.
35th Tank Bn HQ has taken control of
the situation. I told him to get Setz
secured like it was yesterday, leave a
Coy to protect the crossing there, then
drive like hell to a position where he
can support A Tp 25 Cav Rcn Sq probe
into St Vith.
I am thinking about giving him his
other two Coys back, but it will leave
us light on the ground for taking
Lommersweiler. A lot could change if
St Vith is found to be empty. The Bn
commanders have been warned to expect
possible adjustments to the plan and
boundaries in the next few hours, but
until then press on with the original
plan.

II

E

18

The Recon units of the reduced
(missing key units, in this case
two of their armored line
Coys) 35th have been making
very good progress over
the last hour in-spite
of the slippery road
conditions. They have
passed row after row of
heavily laden conifers, bowed low with
heavy accumulations of snow shedding
fresh dusting’s in their wake as the
rumble of heavy tracks and tyres, along
with the disturbed air, shake them
loose.
A probe through the crossroads village
of Schlierbach by A Tp 25 Cav Rcn Sq
(A Troop 25th Cavalry Recon Squadron)
showed the village to be empty.
They have pushed on all the way to a
position south east of St Vith where
they have excellent over-watch of the
south and east sides of the town. There
is no sign of any enemy movement so
far, but I can’t believe the enemy would
leave it empty?? This could change
everything!
I need the 51st to get their arse
in gear and secure the crossroads at
Breitfeld so I can order A Tp 25 Cav Rcn
Sq to probe into St Vith and find out
what is going on in there.

X

Schlierbach

1.
3

Sitrep

NY

A
C
C
51

Unspecified formation; normal
speed; unspecified route; max aggro;
max ROF; norm losses; max ammo;

RM

...

Its not what I would have done,
but sometimes its fun to let the AI
decide just to add another level of
randomness to the game.

4A

XX
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St Vith
1945
Shows the condition of the
narrow country roads once
the snow started to fall.

BREAKTHROUGH
Key Terrain

D1, 12:10

same time as last update

St Vith
A Tp 25 Cav Rcn Sq overwatch position as they emerge
from the forest overlooking the east
and south edges of the town of St
Vith, our primary objective.
Showing the topography of the
surrounding terrain, looking south
east.

Aerial Photo
of

St Vith
Setz
35 Tank Bn HQ attack on

the Village of Setz that is sat on
a key crossing point over a fast
running stream.
Showing the topography of
the surrounding terrain, looking
north.

Setz

Taken during the Battle of the Bulge.
Note the cratering caused by mortar
and artillery fire.
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Game Tips

BREAKTHROUGH

This composite image is showing
the LOS (Line of Sight) Area tool in
use.

D1, 13:10

Key Terrain

1 hour since last update

The green represents excellent
visibility, degrading though the color
spectrum to dark brown at poor
visibility.

A Tp 25 Cav Rcn Sq has been issued a defend order
with max aggro to ensure they engage anything they see
from their excellent over-watch position overlooking the
south and eastern borders of St Vith, just as the road
emerges from the forest.
They have spotted a Motorized infantry Coy dug in on the
high ground overlooking the southern approach to the town.
C Coy 51st Arm Inf Bn is racing along the snow covered
forest road (just east of this map) to liaise with them at
this very moment. They will take over A Tp 25 Cav Rcn Sq
current position to support them by fire during their probe
and to ensure the escape route stays open, should they
need it.

Areas with no color overlay are not
visible from the location the Area LOS
tool has been clicked on.
I have also over-laid the LOS Tool,
which draws a straight line after a
click and drag.
The transparent top part is a
representation of the terrain relief,
and the colored bar indicate visibility
in a shade of blue, cyan being
very good visibility, and dark blue
representing no LOS at all.
The keyboard shortcut for the Area
LOS tool is < k > and I use this tool a
lot in my games.

Area LOS
&
LOS Line Tool
This composite image shows the
Area LOS tool in use centered over
A.25 and B.51, and the Line LOS
tool overlaid also centered on the two
units and dragged out over the urban
areas they are reconnoitering.

New Order
B Coy 51 Arm Inf Bn has been
ordered to probe into the village of
Brietfeld to ensure there are no enemy
hiding in there before moving north
west to take up a position where they
can better cover the narrow gap in the
woods where the road, river and rail
converge to run through it.

Brietfeld
B Coy 51 Arm Inf Bn probe

on the crossroads village of
Brietfeld.

Showing the topography of
the surrounding terrain, looking
south east.
Image is overlaid onto Google
Earth.

Assaulting from this location
will not only given them a height
advantage over the enemy in
Lommersweiler, it will also provide
concealment and protection from
the woods and the lighter woods
running parallel to the river until
they are almost on top of the
enemy.

This is an extremely powerful
almost entirely armored formation
and it needs to be, as even though
they will have a height advantage,
the terrain is very open.
They will attack line abreast to
bring maximum firepower and
suppression onto the village.

51

II

1
.3

1

B

8

35

So long as the woods is clear
of enemy, this will be a good
concealed position from enemy
units on Lommersweiler.

same time as last update

II

to move to its assault position
situated in the reentrant over the
hill to the north of Lommersweiler.

51st Armored Inf Bn is to
attack along the spine of the hill
overlooking Lommersweiler from
the north east.

D1, 13:10

8

1 Bn 318 Inf Regt has orders

New Order

Bat t l e
of
Lom m erswei l er

B

31

New Order

TACTICAL PLAN

1.

If the enemy had substantial
artillery assets I would detach
A Coy 51 Arm Inf Bn from the
attack over the bare hillside and
use them independently at my
command.
I would most likely pull the

Armour up short, at the
edge of the Village, then send
in the infantry Coy once the
enemy were unable to observe
the crossing of the open area by
the infantry.
This would mitigate considerable
casualties caused to the soft
infantry
Continued below...

It’s two hours since I have
submitted a sitrep for the
Lommersweiler/Steinebrück
sector.
(Meet Bill Chickering,
left, WWII Time and Life war
correspondent and my new
avatar for the sitrep AAR)
I have been busy moving
my HQ to Steinebrück so
I can take better control of the battle for
Lommersweiler.
The Brigade Depot has been moved to Elcherath.
You should have heard those boys whining when
I told them all the stores have to be there by
13:00 hrs.
A bit of mopping up has been going on of three
mauled infantry Coys in the woods north of
Steinebrück.
One, which was destroyed at 11:35, another that
has been reported as being mechanized, was
destroyed at 11:41. The remaining unit, 3 Coy
27 Fusilier Regt, with just 27 men left, has
managed to escape across the open hill north of
Steinebrück. C Coy 318th Inf Regt has been sent
in pursuit and I have ordered the Brigade AA
Battery to take up position on the hill there
as it will have excellent arcs of fire to assist
them.
A Coy 318 Inf Regt have also reported the
destruction of an Engineer Platoon at 12:28 at
the Y junction of the road running north out of
Lommersweiler as it joins MSR Alpha.
B Coy 51st Arm Inf Bn have reported back from a
position overlooking Breitfeld Crossroads that
there appears to be no enemy holding the village.
Their probe will reveal more, but at worst it
will be lightly held, as there isn’t room in
there to hide anything substantial.
That means no more units from the 51st will be
needed to take it, so I have decided to commit
the remainder to the taking of Lommersweiler.
They will be reinforced by the two Armored Coys
from the 35th to replace B Coy on reconnaissance
to the north and A Coy 24th Arm Eng Bn who
has been ordered to a blocking position in
Neidengenand, where they are to prime the bridge
for demolition to help secure the left flank of
our supply corridor to St Vith.
They are currently having a bit of a tussle with
13th (IG) Coy 27 Fusilier Regt that has retreated
into the forest. They reportedly have four of
their guns left, 3 7.5cm IG 18 and a 15cm IG 33.
The attack will be in two phases.
Phase one will be the main attack by 51st Arm
Infantry from the high ground north east of
the village. Then as soon as they are able, an
attack by the reduced 1st Bn 318th Inf Regt out
of the woods to the north to clear along the
river of any enemy units retreating west from
Lommersweiler.
C Coy 318th Inf Regt, after mopping up 3 Coy
27 Fusilier Regt retreating though the woods
north east of Steinebrück, is to sneak along the
railway line to the south of Lommersweiler and
take up a blocking position by the bridge over
the river leading south west out of Lommersweiler
to prevent the enemy escaping across it.

ASLT
1.318 Inf

ASLT
51Arm Inf

II
A

E

CC
X
Y
N

B.489
ASAP

I
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by the enemy artillery on the open slopes.
When attacking a dug in enemy that has good fields of
fire over open ground, always support the attack with an
artillery preparatory bombardment to ensure the enemy
is suppressed as your troops cross the open ground, and
make sure your men lean on the barrage. (Make sure
there is no gap between the barrage ending and making
close contact with the enemy)
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BREAKTHROUGH

All these units have individual
orders at the moment. As soon as
35th Tank Bn HQ is in position I
will change the formation to in situ,
auto facing and then re-attach the
other static units of his Bn.

Sitrep D1, 13:10

I

same time as last update

Northern
Sector
X

4A X
RM

O

L
defend in Schlierbach.
All settings on default except speed
which is set to fastest.

St Vith

X

A orders to
35th Tank Bn HQ O
has

D Coy 35 Tank Bn defend in
Setz.
Vee formation; max aggro; max
ROF; max ammo; facing NE.

R

Setz

C Coy 51 Arm Inf Bn move.

Road column formation; increment
end time several days to stop it
expiring; fastest speed; quickest
route; everything else normal.

4A

I

A Tp 25 Cav Rcn Sq defend.

RM

Max aggro; max ROF; max ammo;
facing NW.

35
II
51

Schlierbach

Breitfeld Crossroads

Not long after the
last sitrep for this
sector the AI changed
the route for C Coy 51st
Arm Inf Bn’s attack
on Setz from a long
roundabout approach
from the north to a
much more sensible
direct assault from his
current location.

B

Game Tips

1.

II

If they are in a position that is not interfering with your plan, it’s often
possible to bypass pockets
51 of heavy resistance and ignore them
entirely, or isolate them andIIallow
8 them to try and break out back to
1
their own formations and supply
3 chains.

35

It’s not always necessary to hunt down and destroy every enemy
unit you come across.

18

The 35th’s attack on Setz was
over almost before it began.
The infantry Coy turned out to
be the 27th Fusiliers Regiment
Base and they were pulling out
as fast as the 35th were moving
in.
I know from Intel taken from
the prisoners, and corpses
around Steinebrück, that they
were from the 27th Fusilier
Regt. Chances are good that
it’s the rest of the 27th on
Lommersweiler, so it’s good
to know they are no longer in
supply. At least not from their
own organic base.
We don’t have the time to
commit to a siege here though,
so it’s not going to make a
whole lot of difference, unless
they manage to repel the first
wave of our attack, which is
bloody unlikely considering the
units attached to the 51st Arm
Inf for the main assault.

about the
enemy base. According
to Intel they were using
vehicles to supply their men,
probably due to the distance,
and we now hold all the roads
that they are able to use
to get anywhere from their
location.
I have more important
objectives for now than to go
chasing them down.
I have told the 35th to move
their HQ to Occupy Schlierbach
which is a good central
position for his sector.
He has left D Coy with their
11 Stuarts in Setz to Retain
the crossing and ordered C Coy
51st Arm Inf Bn to “drive like
hell” up MSR Bravo to support A
Tp 25 Cav Rcn Sq’s probe into
St Vith.
B Coy 51st Arm Inf Bn looks
like they will be in the
blocking position north west of
Breitfeld soon so I am going
to give the go ahead for the
probe into St Vith as soon as C
Coy 51st Arm Inf Bn arrives at
their destination.

...

Sitrep
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AT Pl 1/318 Inf
Regt defend on

C Coy 318 Inf
Regt move.

their Bn’s attack.
Start time delayed
until 14:54 hrs,
about 10 min before
the Assault At time
for the Bn attack.
Max aggro; max
ROF; min losses;
max ammo; facing
south.

increment end time
several days to stop
it expiring; fastest
speed; quickest
route; min aggro;
max ROF; min
losses, max ammo.

A Coy 24 Arm
south side of woods Road column
formation;
Eng Bn has orders to support by fire
to defend east of
Neidengen and
prime the bridge for
demolition.
Vee formation;
ambush; min aggro;
max ROF; no rest;
facing west.

Game Tips
I have stopped the clock here
because the 51 Arm Inf Bn is just
about to start its assault run.
As I never set an assault at time for
the attack I have had to keep a
close eye on them so I didn’t miss
the start time, as I need to set up
the artillery for the preparatory
bombardment.
There are three clues as to when
the assault phase is about to start.
The first is a routine message in the
messages log that says the move
task is complete. When you see this

B Bty 489 AAA
AW Bn move.

Fastest; Quickest;
facing NW.

D1, 14:04

54 min since last update

ASLT
1.318 Inf

51

II

ASLT
51 Arm

8

1

1
.3

LD

LD

Artillery

T1 H+0

22 Arm FA Bn will commence firing
on
target group T1 and 66 Arm FA Bn on T2 at H +0, max

ROF, max ammo resupply. T2 has been identified as having
anti tank weapons as I have observed the red tracer coming
from their position. By using the area LOS tool on their location I
can see they have good arcs of fire over the assault route so fire will
be maintained on T2 for the duration or until I see them pulling back.
22 Arm FA Bn will go on call for targets of opportunity once T1 is
unsafe or until they are observed pulling back.

T2 H+0
B.489
ASAP

it means that the Bn has now
switched to the assault phase and
there will be a new Assault Task that
you can view by clicking on the
attack marker twice then right
clicking and choosing View Task
from the menu.

LO

A

Near the top of the box is the start
time for the assault, and this to all
intents and purposes is H hour for
the attack.
Another visual clue that the attack
is about to start is the info icon on
the extended counter will change
from a move one to an attack one.

C.318
ASAP

New Order
1 Bn 318 Inf Regt has been
given an attack order. The assault
time is set for 15:01, about 1 hour
after the start of 51 Arm Inf Bn’s
assault.

II

LO

A

I

New Order

ENY

B

51
II
CC
A

The badly mauled 3 Coy 27
Fusilier Regt that escaped
across the hill north of
Steinebrück was destroyed in
the woods there at 13:26 hrs in
a pincer between C Coy 318th
Inf Regt and B Bty 489 AAA AW
Bn.
I sent a runner to tell them to
high tail it to their assigned
positions for the attack on
Lommersweiler, as the 51st were
about to start their assault
and I need them in position
by the time the enemy up there
start to pull back from the
onslaught.
I gave orders to the 51st Bn
Commander to start the attack
as soon as he was ready and
that he has direct support

from both of the
66th and 22nd Armored
Artillery Bn’s.
1st Bn 318th Inf Regt has
reported they are in position
now. I told them to hold
until H+60 to give the 51st
time to dislodge the enemy
on Lommersweiler before they
conduct a sweep along the
river. Hopefully this will trap
those that haven’t retreated
yet and destroy those that are
in bad shape running away down
the back of the hill,
A Coy 24th Arm Eng Bn has
started laying charges on the
bridge in Neidengenand. I hope
we don’t need to blow it, but
I’m taking no chances as our
flanks are not that strong, and
an attack falling there could
sever us in two, trapping the
men in St Vith in a big pocket.
13th (IG) Coy 27 Fusilier Regt
that the Engineers were having
some fun with has retreated
deeper into the forest. Even
though its in poor shape it
could pose a risk to MSR Alpha,
so we will have to watch out
A
for that one.
X CC

Bat t l e
of
Lom m erswei l er

1.3
18
II
51

Sitrep
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A Sherman tank M4A3 (76mm gun)
with winter camouflage and soldiers of
the 75th Infantry Division move along a
rural road in the Ardennes

B

B a ttl e
of
L o mme r s w e i l e r
D1, 14:45

41 min since last update

ASLT
1.318 Inf

18
8

II
51

II

1
.3

1

Game Tips
This is where you can see the way the
AI has arranged the order of battle for the
attack.

1.3

51

ASLT
51 Arm

The HQ has kept the mortar Platoon
under his direct control and given the
assault group command to A Coy 35th
Tank Bn.

LD

51
II
CC
A

LD

He, in turn, has paired A Coy 51st with
C Coy 35th, and B coy 35th with the AG
Platoon.
This is a very good combination in my
opinion and it can be very interesting to
watch the AI “do its thing”.

A

CC
X
Y
N

II
Reports are
coming in that the
51st assault is
progressing well.
They have arrived
at the eastern
edge of the village and the resistance is
stiffening, but they are still pulling back
under the weight of our fire.
Our artillery is continuing to rain fire
onto T2, and the 22nd have switched fire to
T3 after T1 was reported as unsafe.
A Coy 51 Arm Inf Bn, being dismounted
with the half tracks following up the
rear, have taken a few casualties as
they crossed the last few hundred meters
of open, but they are almost inside the
perimeter of smashed and broken buildings
now.
The HE rounds fired from the Shermans has
been making light work of the enemy strong
points and the trenches have been taking
enfilade fire as we charged down the hill.

The enemy have orientated their defenses
overlooking the approach to Steinebrück so
we have successfully surprised them with
an attack into their left flank.
The 1st Bn 318’s assault in 15 minutes is
really going to put one up their rear and
make their eyes water!
C Coy 318 Inf Regt have made it into
position south west of the village
guarding the bridge to block any escape
that way.
B Bty 489 AAA AW Bn are also in position
now. They don’t have very good arcs of
fire, but will prevent any of the enemy
taking cover in the woods there.
As they are reporting directly to me,
I’ll probably move them up as the assault
passes through the village above them.

T2 H+0
B.489

X

LO

A

LO
C.318

A

I

Sitrep

T3 O/C

I
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D1, 15:15
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30 min since last update
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A

CC
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E
Sgt. William Showers of
Benezett, Pennsylvania, cleans the
snow from the breech of his 57mm
anti-tank gun in the woods near Courtil,
Belgium, January 21 1945.

II
LO

A

T5 O/C

X

T4 O/C

LO

I

A

B.489

I

C.318

X

The enemy units
continue to pull
back south west
through the once
picturesque
snow lined
village, with the
Sherman’s and Mech infantry harrying them
at every step.
B Coy 35th, with the AG Platoon,
advancing through the north of the village
have slowed slightly, favoring a more
cautious approach through the village
streets.
They lack direct infantry support so
have been standing off blasting away at
likely enemy strong points with their main
armaments, raking hedge rows and wooden
buildings with the coaxial mounted .30 cal
Mg’s before advancing.
A Coy 51st Arm Inf have sent C Coy 35th
Tank on a flanking maneuver round the left
to engage a retreating enemy infantry Coy
that has managed to slip into the woods
south east of the village. They have
superb arcs of fire on the top of the slope
there but are incredibly exposed.

I had already given B Battery 489 with
its AA mounted half-tracks orders to cover
these woods, but it looks as though the
enemy has beat us there.
Hopefully B Battery commander will spot
the danger before the enemy has time to
set up a quick ambush, if they are able
to function at all under the weight of
the suppressing fire from the Sherman’s HE
rounds, and .30 cal Mg’s tearing up the
tree-line that is.
C Coy 318 Inf have also started to engage
retreating enemy units as they attempt to
fall back beyond the village, and I think
the realization that they are trapped is
starting to sink in, as they bunch up
on the southern edge, now under intense
artillery bombardment from 66th Arm
Artillery Bn.
The lead Coy of the 1st Bn 318 Inf Regt
assault from the north has just cleared
the woods with the AT platoon struggling
to keep up while trying to push the three
57mm M1 AT guns through the deep snow
there.

O
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The
remaining
enemy
units on

Lommersweiler have been contained in
a pocket on the southern side of the
village.
So far they have lost an entire
infantry Coy and an engineer

TACTICAL PLAN

B a ttl e
of
L o mme r s w e i l e r

platoon. The remaining units have
also sustained severe casualties and
are continuing to lose more by the
minute.
One of the infantry Coy’s has managed
to escape, though, by withdrawing
south across the river after a
frantic dash through the woods and
a slide down the steep snow covered
Valley slopes, continually harassed
by fire from C Coy 35th Tank and B
Battery, who is now arriving in
location. They escaped with around 60
lightly equipped men.

D1, 15:46

31 min since last update

ASLT
1.318 Inf

II

1.3
18
II
51

51

ASLT
51 Arm
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51
II
CC
A

3
1.

CCA

Lommersweiler
Looking north east

R
T6 O/C
LO

A

T7 O/C

X
A

I

B.489

Lommersweiler
W

C.318

X

LO
O

X
ENY

Looking north
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C ons ol i dat i ng

Move to St Vith. Speed
Fastest; Route Quickest;
Losses Min; No Rest.
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D1, 16:30

44 min since last update

A
O
L

X
4A X
RM

R

St Vith

X

A.35

B.35
O

Setz
Move to co-locate with C
Coy 51Arm Inf Bn. Speed
Fastest; Route Quickest;
Min Losses; Facing W; No
Rest.

Defend in situ; Max
Aggro; Max ROF; Max
Ammo; Auto Facing.

4A

RM

R

E

II
3

Defend in Breitfeld.
Vee Formation; Speed
Fastest; Route Quickest;
Facing W; No Rest.

XX

51

X

A
C
C

5

Schlierbach
NY

B

X

B

O

Vee Formation; Ambush;
Max ROF; Facing NW.

HQ.51

O

Breitfeld Crossroads

18

II
8
31

B

All Round Defense;
Facing N; No Rest.

Defend in Steinebrück. All
Round Defense; Speed
Fastest; Route Quickest;
No Rest.

PAA

Vee Formation; Max
Aggro; Max ROF; Max
Ammo; Facing SE; No
Rest.

66 Arm FA Bn

PAA

PAA

Lommersweiler

R

PAA

Defend In-Situ

B.489

ENY X

CCA

Steinebrück

C.318

A.318

I

As night is approaching, (if you are playing with the No Resting By Default
UNCHECKED in the Game Options tab. See example below) it is important to set all the
new orders you give to NO Rest see example left in the Edit Tasks Dialogue.
If you forget to do this the unit may not carry out your orders at all, because the end time
will usually run out before the end of the arbitrary eight hour rest period. If it is a defend
order or you advanced the end time beyond the eight hour rest period to stop it expiring,
the unit will continue with its orders once the rest
period has expired.

Units recover fatigue faster in urban areas, in cold
weather, than in the country side and also recover
faster at night than during the day when at rest.
However they will fatigue far faster at night on the
move, than they will moving during the day.

II

3
1.

Game Tips

If you are playing with the No Resting By Default
option CHECKED, then you won’t need to worry
about ensuring no rest is selected when you give
orders in the Edit Task Dialogue, but what you
will need to do is ensure your units are set to rest
whenever you can, to ensure they recover from
fatigue or they will quickly become exhausted.

51

35

Vee Formation; Ambush;
Min Aggro; Max ROF;
Facing W; No Rest.

1.

The Battle of Lommersweiler
is a good as over and we have
taken very light casualties in
securing it.
The reinforced II Bn of the
27 Fusiliers Regt and the
Regimental support elements
including the RHQ (Regimental
Headquarters)have all been
destroyed, except for sixty or
so men that escaped over the
river to the south and nine
fanatical officers from the II Bn
HQ who have locked themselves
in a basement and are refusing
to come out.
I have ordered 1st Bn 318 Inf
Regt to deal with them as I
am sending the 51st Arm Inf
Bn north to occupy Breitfeld
Crossroads and giving back the
two armored Coys of the 35th
Tank Bn as the probe into St
Vith did indeed find the Town
empty!
There isn’t much time before
nightfall and I don’t want the
Armour wandering alone through
the forest in the dark if we
can help it.
I have asked the commander of
the 35th to try and keep hold
of St Vith until CCB arrive
tonight but not to neglect his
boundary security.
With the very limited resources
they have, it’s a big ask to
stretch them that much but I
will allow them to pull back
from St Vith under pressure
if they need to and will also
pull a reserve from the 51st to
assist them if necessary.
The commander of 1st Bn 318
Inf Regt is sending the Bn AT
Platoon and C Coy to set up an

Vee Formation; Max
Aggro; Max ROF; Max
Ammo; Facing NW; No
Rest.

S

Sitrep

ambush in the woods just south
west of the bridge over the
river.
B Coy is to root out the nine
officers held up in the basement
of one of the old solid stone
walled houses.
I have told them to seal the
entrance and bury them alive if
they continue to hold out.
The remaining A Coy supported
by the Bn Mortar Platoon will
stay under his direct control,
to attack the escaping infantry
Coy across the river and into
the woods, to the south. This
is to clear the location where
I want an ambush set up and
to guard the track that runs
to the other bridge over the
river there rather than the
destruction of the retreating
enemy Coy but let’s hope it
serves both purposes.
B Coy 51st Arm Inf Bn, has sent
in a contact report at 15:46
hrs, to say they have ambushed
a Coy of infantry heading
south along the road 1km west
of Breitfeld. After a quick
exchange the enemy pulled back
and have not been seen since
then.
The 66 Arm FA Bn has been
ordered to Lommersweiler.
I want a strong unit defending
in the village there to assist
1st Bn 318 Inf Regt to defend
this sector. It will be unable
to engage targets close to
Lommersweiler with indirect
fire but also has considerable
direct fire capabilities,
including that of three
embedded Sherman tanks and
numerous .50 cal. MGs.
They will also be able to call
for indirect support from the
more distant 22nd Arm FA Bn if
they should need it.

X

C.35

Both have identical
orders to set up an
ambush in the woods,
south of the bridge.
Vee Formation; Speed
Norm; Route Unspecified;
Ambush; Max Aggro; Max
ROF; Max Ammo; Facing
SW; No Rest.

BSA

PAA
PAA

PAA
PAA

If the enemy unit is still in the area of
its last known position when the attack
goes in, this could potentially be quite

a dangerous maneuver as they will be
assaulting across the river.
A better option would have been to
cross the bridge to the NW and attack
SE through the woods, keeping the
river on the left.
I will have to ensure the area is

suppressed by artillery before the
crossing of the river.
They will have the 22nd Arm FA Bn in
direct support.
Arrowhead Formation; Speed Fastest;
Route Unspecified; Max Aggro; Max
ROF; Max Ammo; Facing SW; No Rest.
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66 Arm FA Bn, and B Bty
489 AAA Aw Bn have been re
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attached to their organic superiors
upon reaching their ordered
locations.

G ai ns

D1, 17:30

1 hour since last update

PAA
PAA

R

PAA

R

PAA

M4 Sherman Equipped with Bulldozer Attachment

A

ENY X CC

ASLT
LD

LD
1.3
18
II
CC
A

The clear skies have
afforded us the sight of a
beautiful sunset over the
frozen, heavily forested
hills of the Ardennes.
If it weren’t for the
constant risk of death,
the freezing cold and
the ever gnawing hunger,
it would have been quite
idyllic!
The sun has now dipped
below the horizon and the
darkness is pulling in
fast, but the reflective
snow is somehow managing
to keep it at bay,
casting an eerie blue
glow.
Eight of the officers from
2nd Bn HQ 27 Fusilier
Regt holding out in
one of the cellars in
Lommersweiler have been
buried by one of the
Sherman M4’s equipped
with a bulldozer blade.
It took an hour to do
it, but I wasn’t keen on
risking any of our boys
having to get up close
to throw in a satchel
charge, as the battle was
as good as won already.
One however has managed

C.3
18
I
A.3
18

Sitrep

to escape and is fleeing
though the streets with
the whole of B Coy 318
Inf Regt, A and C Coy
35th Tank Bn engaging
him. While talking to
B Coy Commander on the
radio, he exclaimed, “he
has to be the luckiest
son of a bitch I have
ever seen!” Lets hope his
luck runs out soon.
1st Bn 318 Inf Regt
are nearly in position
for their attack into
the area of the last
known whereabouts of the
Infantry Coy that escaped
from Lommersweiler.
I have been told they are
going to assault across
the river and if you
ask me I think the Bn
Commander must be getting
a little tired, because
they should have attacked
from C Coy 318 Inf Regt’s
ambush position at the
other bridge. I hope
those boys have got a
spare set of clothes with
them!
66 Arm FA Bn are settling
in to the north of
Lommersweiler. Its good
to have a strong anchor
in the village, and once
they get dug in on there,
they should be unmovable.

T1 H -10

Game Tips
If the unit counters have
a strip of white along their
bottom. This means the
counter is under direct
command of the player and
its command load is directly
attributed to the On Map
Boss.
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Game Tips
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Game Tips
Armour is extremely vulnerable in close terrain at night.

II

35

To alter the route (which was following the yellow arrows), for A
Coy 35th Tank Bn, rather than re ordering the move all I did was
drag one of the intermediate way-points to a route that bypasses
the blocked route.
I believe this method of route adjustment also has a shorter
command delay, than a completely new order.

51

Page
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D1, 18:00

If at all possible they should not be moved unescorted
by a Recon unit, or infantry, if there is a high risk that they
might run into enemy units.

30 min since last update

The way I intend to escape from this situation with as few
losses to my tank formation as possible is:
•

Deploy B Coy 35th Tank Bn as quickly as possible by
first deleting their current move task.

•

Order a defend task on their current location facing the
enemy, to fix and suppress them. (See the Edit Tasks
box below)

•

Move A Coy 51st Arm Inf Bn into the area as quickly
as possible, to support them, and hopefully trap the
enemy between them.

R

I am doing this with a move order but will check the Allow
attacks check box once they are near the enemy unit, 13th
(IG) Coy 27 Fusilier Regt. I don’t want to allow attacks to
early as the AI might try to attack the wrong enemy unit.

Breitfeld Crossroads

The allow attacks orders get passed onto the unit by the
AI almost instantly, with very little command delay.

D - Destroy
A tactical mission task that physically renders an
enemy force combat-ineffective, until it is reconstituted

Sitrep

The sun has well and
truly dropped out of the
sky now, and everything
is cast in shades of
gray.
The reflective snow and
the clear Star studded
sky, are keeping
visibility up to 3000m,
but the temperature has
already begun to drop.
B Coy 35th Tank Bn has
had a meeting engagement
(A combat action that
occurs when a moving
force, incompletely
deployed for battle,
engages an enemy at an
unexpected time and
place)with 13th (IG)
Coy 27 Fusilier Regt on
a narrow track in the
forest, about a kilometer
east of Breitfeld. They
were lucky the enemy unit
was also on the move,
and never had its guns
deployed, or we would

have lost a few of our
tanks in there.
I have decided to take
command of this situation
myself and ordered B Coy
to deploy to fix the enemy
while A Coy 51st Arm Inf
Bn move in behind it.
Those boys are not best
pleased with me as they
had just arrived in the
Village of Breitfeld, are
tired, and were looking
forward to some hot chow
and rest.
I need them to move in
fast in order to support
the tanks in the forest,
especially as its fully
dark now under the canopy
of the trees, meaning our
armor is very vulnerable
to infantry with hand
held anti tank weapons.
They have orders to
destroy the unit once
and for all, so we don’t
have to worry about CCB
running into it when they
arrive tonight.
I have ordered a change
of route for A Coy 35th
Tank Bn to bypass the
trouble in there with
a more westerly route
through Breitfeld.

NY

X

A
C
C

I

D

F

E

New Order

F - Fix
A tactical mission task where a commander prevents
the enemy from moving any part of his force, from a
specific location, for a specific period of time.

51
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8
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1
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our

1 hour since last update

Game Tips
The multi colored overlay inside the white stroked square
border is a representation of the Motorized Movements tables,
which can be found in the Overlays button, on the bottom bar.
Also inserted over this overlay is a selection of the Terrain Info that can be found by right
clicking on the map and selecting Terrain Info from the list.
I have placed these over a selection of different colored Hues, on the overlay, to see how
the various colors represent penalties to motorized movement.
Areas inside the white stroked border, that have no overlay color, are inaccessible to
units using the motorized movement terrain tables.
As you can see the enemy unit 13th (IG) Coy 27 Fusilier Regt has retreated into a small
zone of woods, that is inaccessible to motorized units, and is probably why the AI has
not put in an attack for me on its setting of Allow Attacks. So I am ordering an attack
manually.

R

This also means that A Coy 51st Arm Inf Bn is unable to attack it directly in the formation
that I would have preferred, which is Vee formation.
Vee formation is a good formation to use when you know the exact location of the enemy.
Instead, I have settled for left echelon formation and placed the attack marker as close
as possible to the enemy unit, that the motorized terrain tables will allow.
I have opted to attack with a probe order with the default of min losses, to err on the side
of caution, in this problematic terrain for a unit operating on motorized terrain tables, to
be operating in. To be honest though our unit is far superior in strength so I suspect that
any kind of attack order, with any settings, would have been just as effective.

D

II

35

I

31
8

A Coy 51st Arm Inf Bn made
contact with the enemy Infantry
Gun Coy at 18:29 hrs, catching
them unaware in the right flank,
as they were taking cover from
the heavy suppressing fire laid
down by the tanks from B Coy
35th Tank Bn
A number of their men were cut
down, or surrendered, during
this short exchange and two of
the guns were left behind as
they retreated deeper into the
woods.
The track for B Coy has been
cleared and I have ordered
them to continue on to their
assigned position on the
outskirts of St Vith.

New Order

1.

Sitrep

A Coy is to continue to try
and destroy whats left of this
unit, so we don’t have to worry
about it any more, but the
task is proving to be difficult
and time consuming in the dark
woods.
Coordination with the
supporting Half tracks trying
to weave their way through the
trees, in the close restrictive
conditions under the tree
canopy, is problematic at best,
and usually damn right chaotic.
I have told them to err on
the side of caution. They are
tired and need to get some
rest. This will be the last
chance for them to rid us of
this menace before I send them
back to Breitfeld. If the enemy
unit retreats again, it will
probably end up in 1st Bn 318
Inf Regt’s Sector anyway, so I
will call on their reserve in
Lommersweiler to finish the job.
If they can find them again
that is!

51
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D1, 19:00

PAA

Same time as last update

Artillery can be used as a
tremendous force multiplier,
allowing weaker units to effectively
overcome similar and larger sized
formations. This is especially
important when obstacles that
impede movement have to be
crossed during the assault, i.e.
rivers.
Before an attack, FA (Field
Artillery) fires may include intense
and concentrated preparatory fires
before and during the initial stages:
To weaken and create gaps in

enemy defenses and to limit the
enemy’s ability to react to the
maneuvering force.
To assist fixing enemy forces
away from the Assault Position
and prevent or delay the arrival
of enemy reinforcements.
As maneuver forces cross the
line of departure (LD) in an attack,
artillery units must anticipate
potential enemy actions and
support the moving force with
timely and accurate fires.
To assist in blocking enemy
approaches.

Soften the objective.
Suppress the enemy to allow
attacking formations to close
with them.
Terrain denial and using
suppression to allow freedom of
movement.
Potential targets include known or
suspected enemy locations and
likely engagement areas where
contact is expected.
In the absence of known,
suspected, or likely enemy
locations, targets are planned
along the route of march.

As the objective is taken, focus
artillery on targets away from
the objective to interdict enemy
reinforcements and escape routes
and assist in destroying pockets
X CCA of
resistance. ENY
Also, use indirect FA fires during
exploitations and pursuits to sustain
friendly force forward momentum.

PAA
PAA

Some of the above was taken
directly from the Field Manual.
Your effective use of Artillery in
situations like this will help to give
you an advantage over the enemy
AI, which is not as skilled in its use.

D1, 18:00
One hour earlier

New Order

W
I have drag selected all
three units as they require
the same orders and facing:
In Situ; Ambush; Max Aggro;
Max ROF; Norm Ammo;
Facing SW; Max Rest.
A Coy has taken charge of
the formation.

New Order

Have orders to defend in
Lommersweiler, all settings
on default except for No
Rest.

New Order
Not displayed on this map,
but I have decided to move
the Brigade Base and 22nd
Arm FA Bn to Schlierbach,
while there is a lull in activity

I
6

I

Game Tips
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PAA
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D1, 21:00

2 hours since last update
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New Orders

Forw

B

XX
4A
RM

X
4A X
RM
Fast

Fo

d 30
r
a
w
r

min
Continued right from left...
ROF; Norm Losses; Max Ammo; Facing North; No Rest,
to attack by fire the deploying enemy infantry.

rd 3

rwa
st Fo

Fa

It’s likely that this is the enemy
unit that was guarding the southern
approach to St Vith and was
ambushed by B Coy 51st Arm Inf Bn,

35

So far we have sustained no casualties.
Intel indicates about 10 personnel casualties to the
Enemy Inf Coy 2.27.

Once again vigilance and fast response,
probably saved a number of B Coy’s
tanks in the dark, close conditions in the
clearing.
I first ordered B.35 into a defend in situ
formation; Max Aggro; Max ROF; Max
Ammo; Facing West; No Rest.
Next was am 11 min bombardment

At 19:20, C.51 received the order to
attack east along the road to meet up
with B.35 and escort it back to their
assigned defensive position overlooking
the west of St Vith.

I was hoping to Fix the enemy to allow
C.51 to attack from the rear, but the
bombardment combined with fire from
B.35 caused it to retreat.
I may need to consider reducing the
Aggro, and ROF when trying to fix units
that are close, to stop them retreating to
a new position.

They quickly made contact with the
retreating 2.27 Coy, and a fire fight
ensued lasting about an hour. This
resulting in the Enemy Coy retreating
further into the forest to the north.

II

from 66 Arm FA Bn stationed on
Lommersweiler, Max ROF, centered
on the enemy unit that was far enough
away not to have to deselected Avoid
Friendlies in its bombard task.

At 20:40 C.51 were issued new orders
to defend in situ formation; Max Aggro;
Max
Continued right...

Game Tips
When protecting friendly Armour, from enemy
infantry attack in close terrain, in the absence of
friendly supporting Infantry, you may want to consider
unchecking Avoid Friendlies in the Bombard Task Edit
Dialogue.
This will allow much closer targeting of the
bombardment, inflicting casualties on the unprotected
enemy infantry, but leaving the tanks relatively
unscathed.

35

At 19:15, just as they reached a
clearing, with about 1km left to go to
its destination, they ran head first into
an Infantry Coy heading the other
way.

at 15:46 earlier, 1km west of Breitfeld. It
has now been positively identified as 2
Coy 27 Fusilier Regt (2.27) with about
100 personnel.

51

At 18:45, after it’s route had been
cleared, B Coy 35 Tank Bn (B.35)
was ordered to move to co-locate with
C Coy 51st Arm Inf Bn (C.51) at its
position 1km south east of St Vith.

With the road now clear B.35 were given an attack order
to re occupy the overlook position east of St Vith, passing
through C.51 position to do so.
Attack Right Echelon; Max Aggro; Max ROF; Max Ammo;
Norm Losses; No Rest.

n
0 mi

Just remember to close the hatch!
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Be mindful of fatigue levels when sending
your units out on night patrols, especially in
cold weather, as their fatigue will increase at
a faster rate than during the day.
For long patrols along roads its best to send
motorized or mechanized Infantry, or better
yet Recon units and allow them to take the
quickest route in Road Column. Never send
an Armored unit out on patrol at night, unless
its absolutely necessary.

This is not ideal, as a fighting formation
would be preferable, if they were to run
into any enemy units. Road Column is
very susceptible to ambush, especially for
Motorized and Mechanized infantry, as
they will be traveling in their vehicles, not
dismounted as they are when in a fighting
formation. They will however, only get the
benefit of the roads movement rate in Road
Column formation.
In a fighting formation they would be traveling
cross country along the axis of the road and
its unlikely they will get very far before they
become exhausted.
The Infantry units in CCA, at the moment,
have had little rest so their fatigue levels are
already high, leaving me little choice but to
go with Road Column formation for their
patrol.

Lommersweller

R PAA

27

position, the AI will think it has reached
its final destination and cull the other way
points, meaning your unit will not move at all.

Leaving the formation set to Unspecified will
usually have the desired effect, with the AI
normally placing the unit into Road Column,
so long as you are only giving the order to
a single unit. This has the added benefit of
allowing the AI to automatically choose a
better one if it stumbles across enemy units.

PAA

BSA

R

Not much has been
happening since
my last Sitrep.
There are a few
badly mauled
enemy units that
keep popping up on the outskirts of our
perimeter and the remnants of an IG Coy
in the forest somewhere near the center.
Just because there is not much going on,
doesn’t mean there is nothing to do.
My Boss General Hugh J Gaffey will turn up
in just under two hours with the whole of
CCB trailing along behind him.
When he gets here the first thing he is
going to ask me is which route to send
CCB down to get to ST Vith and when he
does I want to be able to tell him.
I have ordered each of the Bn’s to send
out a patrol down the MSR’s towards my
location in Steinebrück.
1st Bn HQ 318 Inf Regt has sent out B
Coy to patrol along the river and cross
the bridge here at Steinebrück. Then push
on through Elcherath and patrol north
through the forest, along the east side
of the river.
The aim of this little excursion is
to contain the remnants of 6 Coy 27th
Fusilier Regt, last seen in the area by A
Coy at about 23:00, before it disappeared
into the gloom again.
51st Armored Inf Bn HQ is sending out
A Coy 51st to first patrol up MSR Alpha
towards St Vith, then double back
on itself pushing on all the way to
Steinebrück
35th Tank Bn is sending C Coy 51st Arm
Inf down MSR Bravo to Steinebrück.
What I will do then is hold them here
in Steinebrück until D2, 01:00 an hour
before CCB’s arrival, then send them back
up the MSR’s towards St Vith.
This should give me an up to date
situation report of the MSR’s for the
boss when he arrives.

R

R

D2, 00:00
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R

B
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St. Vith
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51

If you are planning on sending your units out on a
circular patrol, where you want them to end up back at the
same location they have just left, you will need to split the
route into two halves.
This is because, if you place the last way-point of the
patrol to close to your starting
Continued right...
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This is what the Briefing has to say about
the enemy forces.

•

Y

EN

X

PAA

St Vith seems to be unoccupied by
combat troops.

Breitfeld

However, intelligence indicates that
other units of the 12th VGD are
moving south, and may reach your
area of operations within 24 hrs.

R
13

B

Lommersweller

We did indeed find St Vith unoccupied.
So far the Intel has been excellent, so
there is no reason to believe that the rest
of the12th Volksgrenadier Division will not
be coming from the north on the morning
of day two.

PAA

R PAA
ENY X

CCA

Steinebruck
177 FA Bn is another powerful Artillery
unit, with a whole Battalion’s worth of
men sharing the same counter.

Of course you can’t always trust
completely in the Intel, so its still important
to have a contingency plan for surprises.

It has a combat power of five but is a
soft target, with no embedded armour.

Grufflingen

At the moment there are no visible enemy on the map, only old sightings.

PAA
PAA

The most important information garnered
from the briefing, is that we won’t need
to worry about the “Big Cats” (Axis heavy
armour) until the morning of day three.

The rest of CCB will remain under the command of the Brigade HQ, and I have also unchecked the
Basing check-box, to ensure that the base is also moved forward with the Brigade to St Vith.
They have been ordered to move in Road Column formation and as always at night you need to ensure
that the NO Rest option is selected.

27
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1.

We have already defeated the 27th
Regiment of the 12th Volksgrenadier
Division in Steinebrück and
Lommersweiler.

However you may be interested to know I have detached the Recon unit B Tr 25 Cav Rcn Sq from CCB
and given them an individual order along MSR Alpha at max speed, so they should move a lot quicker
than the rest of CCB, in order to ensure that no enemy have wandered onto the route in the last hour.

I

?

In this example we have had some very
good Intel on when to expect enemy
reinforcements to arrive on the map and
what direction they may be coming from.
This can help you to orient your defenses
and post pickets accordingly.

Most of the new orders have been outlined in the situation report above.

PAA
PAA

Also, air recon has discovered a
German armoured column on the
move from the west - it can be
expected in about 48 hrs.

New Order

PAA

BSA

They have 12 .50 cal heavy machine
guns, giving them a formidable
defensive ability against infantry, so long
as they are deployed and not moving.
I have given them orders to defend the
bridge at Steinebrück, and once they get
dug in will be extremely hard to displace,
probably needing a Bn worth of infantry
to defeat them.
They are however vulnerable to long
range armour attack.
The 155mm M1 howitzer has no anti
tank capabilities, and the relatively high
Anti-Armor rating of 184, comes solely
from the 26 Bazooka’s, which have a
very short range.
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•

The opposition for now consists
of a single regiment of the 12th
Volksgrenadier Division, located in the
Steinebrück-Lommersweiler area.
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Air Recon has also spotted a column of
armour heading east towards us, that we
can expect at about D3, 06:00.
Brigadier General Herbert Earnest
Commanding officer of CCA has assured me
there are no enemy on either Alpha or Beta
MSR’s, so I have decided to send the whole
of CCB up MSR Alpha, as its the fastest
of the two routes.
I want CCB in defensive positions inside
St Vith by first light, so no later than
07:00 hrs.
I told Earnest I want him to take his
command post to Schlierbach, and he is
sending B Bty 489 AAA AW Bn who is colocated with him in Steinebrück, to
Breitfeld.
He also informed me that the two patrols
he sent out to ensure the MSR’s are clear
have arrived on the outskirts of St
Vith and are on their way back to their
original positions to get some rest
My HQ will be setup in Elcherath and the
Division Base in Wallmerath.
177 FA Bn the Division Artillery
Battalion will be located in Steinebrück
and also be responsible for its defense.

2 hours 2 min since last update
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31

Intelligence has indicated that the rest
of the 12th Volksgrenadier Division will
be moving in from the north sometime
around D2, 06:00hrs.

Reading the scenario briefing will often
give you clues as to the enemy situation.

?

1.

This is an ungodly hour to be out of bed
in this weather, but CCB are rested and
I need them consolidated into St Vith,
before Jerry has a chance to react to our
breakthrough.

D2, 02:02

R

27

51

The snow is still coming
down heavy, making driving
in the dark an unpleasant
experience to say the least.
My name is Major General
Hugh Gaffey, commanding
officer of the 4th Armored Division and I
will be assuming command in this sector
forthwith.
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The fingers are designed to funnel the
enemy into the clear kill zones between
them.
C.10 and B.8 are on the reverse
slope of a rise to the west, which is the
direction the enemy armored column is
expected to approach from and is an
ideal ambush location.
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D2, 06:16





The units have been arranged with
infantry on the extremities of the town,
protecting the armour and the BSA
(Brigade Support Area) closer to the
center. This is especially important
during the night.



Strong Point
A heavily fortified battle position tied to a natural
or reinforcing obstacle to create an anchor for the
defense or to deny the enemy decisive or key terrain.
Also called SP.

4 hours 14 min since last update
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St. Vith

St Vith is situated on high ground with
shallow depressions on the east and
west that are at the head of a series of
rivers cut into the landscape running to
the south.
When the enemy heavy armour crests
the hill to the west it will be able to
engage targets in St Vith across the
depression.
Therefore I have situated the more
vulnerable Base and SP howitzers
towards the east of the town to protect
them.

BSA
MSR Bravo

To the east of the town is an open area
kill zone, protected by all the units on the
east of St Vith, as well as B25 and A 35
in the over watch position along the tree
line to the south east.
CCA have been tasked with maintaining
the supply corridor right up to the south
east corner of St Vith.
Supply is most likely to come along MSR
Bravo, as the enemy armour will likely be
able to interdict supply in the more open
MSR Alpha route, later in the scenario.
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One of a series of attacks
that B Coy 318 Regt has had to make
whilst pursuing 6 Coy 27 Fusilier Regt in
the difficult terrain west of Steinebrück.

Once most of the units in CCB had arrived in St Vith I started to detach
them from the Brigade HQ and give them individual move orders to the
positions shown.
After the Brigade HQ had arrived in position I gave it a defend in situ
order, max ROF, max Aggro.
I then started to reattach the other units once they had made it into
position.
The Brigade Base that was to the rear of the long CCB road column
also had to be given an individual order to bring it into the center of the
town.

lp h a

New Order

RA

CCB’s move up
MSR Alpha was
uneventful and
they were in
position inside
St Vith by
04:30hrs.
There has been no letup on
the snow. The visibility has
been bad all night and the
conditions extreme.
At least CCB now have roof’s
over their heads, being
able to utilize the town’s
buildings to fortify their
positions and shelter from
the elements.
I have just had a report
in from A Coy 10th Armored
Infantry (A.10) that a whole
Bn of Enemy infantry has
stumbled into his position in
the far north east corner of
St Vith, marching carefree,
down the eastern most main
road.
It looks like they were not
expecting to find us already
occupying St Vith!
I am given them direct
support from our Divisional
Artillery and both of the
Armored field artillery Bn’s
will be available, “on call”,
for targets of opportunity.
Ammunition resupply will be
prioritized for the artillery
Bn’s for the next 24 hours.
B Coy 318 Inf Regt has been
pursuing 6 Coy 27 Fusilier
Regt all night, after running
into them while on their way
back to Lommersweiler. They
have had to cross and recross
the river several times and
are cold, wet and tired.
The last report was the enemy
Coy is now down to about
57 men. The extremely low
visibility, and the close
conditions in the valley
down by the river south of
Lommersweiler, is responsible
for the relative ease that
the enemy are managing to
escape and maintaining
contact is extremely difficult.
They have been directly
supported by the Bn
mortar Platoon located in
Lommersweiler.
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Artillery Fire Missions



D2, 07:15

T1

177 FA Bn (155mm) are firing on T1 max ROF; max ammo.

T2

22 Arm FA Bn are firing on T2 max ROF; max ammo.

4 A XX
RM

59 min since last update
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St. Vith
BSA

MSR Bravo

Game Tips
Now the sun is starting to light the battlefield,
note the little blue indicator light in the lower right
corner of the unit counters.
This is a good indicator that we have caught the
enemy in a kill zone, and that they are receiving a
horrific weight of incoming direct fire.
All of the units are set to max aggro; max ROF
and max ammo, by way of their HQ’s, that they
are attached to, which have these orders set as
well as a defend in Situ order.
This will ensure they don’t move around
unnecessarily thus losing their dug in defensive
bonus.
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CCB’s Commanding officer
Colonel Dager situated in St
Vith, assures me that he has
things under control up there.
Apparently the Regiment sized
enemy force, is taking such
a battering from direct and
indirect fire that he is starting
to feel sorry for them.
I told him that until he sees
the white flags going up, to keep
giving them all he has at his
disposal.
I can see an opportunity to finish
them off before they can get up
to any mischief, and have sent
a message to Brigadier General
Earnest Commanding officer of
CCA, that I want to borrow his
35th Arm Bn, because I can see
an opportunity to trap them
before they can recover from the
onslaught CCB is dishing out.
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I was pondering over
the map a few minutes
ago, when I became
aware of a bit of a
commotion outside
my HQ building.
First a few raised voices,
but what really got my full
attention, and my pulse racing,
was our sentries suddenly opening
up with their carbines. This was
followed by the unmistakable
commanding voice of the Sargent
Major shouting, “Stand to! Stand
to” at the top of his voice.
A few seconds later came the
shockingly loud rhythmic thump of
our two vehicle mounted .50cal
Mg’s letting loose.
I grabbed my helmet of the map
table, drew my sidearm and ducked
out through the wooden door into
the gray morning light.
Big, heavy, wet, flakes of snow
still falling out of a pale gray
sky, relentlessly drawing a white
fluffy blanket over the Village
streets and roofs greeted me.
Our sergeant major dressed in his
heavy trench coat and waving his
Thompson in an animated gesture
towards the direction of our
attackers, briefed me quickly on
the situation.
His description of an estimated
twenty four or so tired, wet,
bedraggled looking German
soldiers, that had the misfortune

of finding our dug in positions
amongst the houses in the village
of Elcherath, led me quickly to
the conclusion that this was
the remnants of the 6th Coy 27
Fusiliers that B Coy 318 Inf Regt
had been perusing all night.
They have taken refuge in the
western most building in the
village and as I write this
sitrep I can still hear the .50
cal HMG’s tearing holes into its
stonework.
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A minute ago our
Master Sergeant
came in to
report that the
last man of 6
Coy Fusiliers
Regt had been
killed.
I have given command of two
tank Coys from the 35th Tank
Bn to CCB Commanding officer
Colonel Dager situated in St
Vith.
As per my order, he has
ordered them to conduct an
attack to the east of St
Vith, to cut of the easterly
withdrawal of the enemy
concentration north of St
Vith.
This has now been downgraded
from Regimental strength, to
reinforced Battalion in size.
I want this enemy
concentration contained,
before they get a chance
to break out and reach the
forests to the east of our
operational area.
This will prevent our mostly
mechanized force, from having
to operate in and around the
trees at a disadvantage.
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US2201

Contain

US2202

To stop, hold, or surround the forces of the
enemy or to cause the enemy to center activity on
a given front and to prevent the withdrawal of any
part of the enemy’s force for use elsewhere.

US1771
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22 min since last update

New Order
A Coy 35 Tank Bn was ordered
to cross the stream via the road
in order to get closer to B Coy
for their attack.
B Coy 35 Tank Bn was given
an Assault At time for their
attack to delay it for 15 min
in order for A Coy to get in
position.
Unfortunately, I miss calculated
the time it would take A Coy to
reach its Assault Position, so
they got there a lot quicker than
I anticipated and has already
started its attack.
What I wanted to happen was
for B Coy to start the attack
first so that they advanced left
echeloned.
What I could have done to
prevent this would have been
to reattach them to the 35th
Bn HQ in order to conduct
the attack with a left echelon
formation, or set them both an

Assault At time with B Coys
set a few min ahead of A Coys
time.
Another option would have
been to drag select the two
Coys and give them the attack
order, left echeloned.
One of the Coy’s would have
assumed command of the
formation to conduct the attack.
The problem with this method
is the Coy placed in charge
would have its command
capacity overloaded making the
command delay for the attack
longer.
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St. Vith
BSA

Of course all three of these
other options would have cost
time, in which the enemy would
have more time to escape,
and also waste artillery rounds
sustaining the denial of terrain
fire missions.
So I went with a compromise
placing the importance
of speed, over the better
formation, as my main priority.

A.3

This is a classic example of how
Artillery can shape the battlefield.

What I did to prevent this was conduct
a denial of terrain fire mission by shifting
the fire 300m to the east (US1771 and
US2201 min ROF; max ammo).
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This effectively contained the majority of
the enemy in their current position until the
35th Arm Bn can advance far enough to
cut them off from the forest to the east.
Once the 35th Armour Coys advance
past phase line Alpha, fire will be switched
to US1772 and US2202, max ROF: max
ammo, to neutralize the enemy infantry
while the tanks conduct their attack.
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Game Tips
It became apparent that the enemy was
starting to fall back to the east, along the
north edge of the map towards the trees.
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D2, 08:02
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